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This paper presents the Dynamic Emotion Representation (DER), and demonstrates
how an instance of this model can be integrated into a facial animation system. The DER
model has been implemented to enable users to create their own emotion representation.
Developers can select which emotions they include and how these interact. The instance
of the DER model described in this paper is composed of three layers, each representing
states changing over diﬀerent time scales: behavior activations, emotions and moods.
The design of this DER is discussed with reference to emotion theories and to the needs
of a facial animation system. The DER is used in our Emotionally Expressive Facial
Animation System (EE-FAS) to produce emotional expressions, to select facial signals
corresponding to communicative functions in relation to the emotional state of the agent
and also in relation to the comparison between the emotional state and the intended
meanings expressed through communicative functions.
Keywords: Emotion representations; facial animation; communicative functions.
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1. Introduction
Facial expressions and emotions are linked in some undetermined loose fashion but
intuitively people look for emotional signs in facial expressions. 1,2 This motivates
the integration of an emotion model into a facial animation system: to select diﬀerent
communicative signals in relation to the emotional state of an agent producing
emotionally expressive animations.
We have developed an Emotionally Expressive Facial Animation System (EEFAS, pronounced “e-face”). This can be used to produce animations from a stream
of text and XML tags. The tags carry information about communicative functions
and emotional impulses. The use of communicative functions has the advantage of
being ﬂexible because they provide information about the meaning that should be
communicated through the face, such as the emphasis of a word, and not how it
should be communicated.3 This ﬂexibility enables us to deﬁne animation scripts
that can produce diﬀerent animations in relation to the characteristics of the agent
1
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Fig. 1. Four screen-shots of two animations resulting from the same animation script played in two
diﬀerent emotional contexts. The top four pictures are in a context happiness whereas the four
bottom pictures are in a context sadness.
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such as its body, its current emotional states, its gender and its age.3 An example
of this ﬂexibility is shown Fig. 1.
In the EE-FAS, signals corresponding to communicative functions are selected
directly in relation to the emotional state, but they are also selected according to
the diﬀerence between the intended communicative functions and the emotional
state. By knowing the emotional state of an agent (through the emotion model)
and the meaning that this agent wants to communicate (through communicative
functions) it is possible to produce diﬀerent facial expressions depending on whether
the emotional state matches the intended meaning. For instance, if an agent wants to
display a polite smile, the EE-FAS produces a diﬀerent smile depending on whether
the character is currently in a positive or negative emotional state. As far as we
know, EE-FAS is the only facial animation system applying this technique.
To reach this objective, an emotion model is needed to represent the emotional state of the agent. Many emotion models already exist and they are used
within facial animation systems,4–6 as well as for inﬂuencing action selection within
autonomous agents architectures.6–12
We propose that the term emotion model should be deﬁned as containing two
components: mechanisms eliciting emotions from external and internal stimuli,
including potentially the agent’s own goals, beliefs and standards; and emotion
representations keeping track of the emotional states and their changes.
The distinction between these two parts is useful because the mechanisms eliciting emotions can produce an identical assessment of the same event but this event
can have diﬀerent emotional repercussions depending on the current state of the
emotion representation. For instance, breaking a glass would generally be assessed
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as a negative event but the eﬀect of this event would be diﬀerent according to the
emotional state of the person. For a person who is already angry, this event could
infuriate him/her, whereas for a person having a good time, this event might just
reduce his/her level of happiness.
This paper presents a framework to build Dynamic Emotion Representations
(DER). Our work diﬀers from existing work because it focuses on the emotion representation of emotion models and on the dynamics of emotions. The term dynamic
is used to point out that emotions are ongoing, durative, constantly changing states
and that emotions interact and inﬂuence each other. We have also implemented
an instance of this model incorporating three types of emotional states, and have
integrated this instance into a full animation system. This paper concentrates just
on the basic structure.
2. A Dynamic Emotion Representation
2.1. DER model: Overview of the working process
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This paper distinguishes between mechanisms eliciting emotions and emotion representations. Emotional impulses are generated from mechanisms eliciting emotions
and fed to the emotion representations. We deﬁne emotional impulses with two
components: a name representing an emotion type and an intensity. In existing
work, vectors of emotional impulses are produced by mechanisms eliciting emotions; indexes of a vector specify types of emotions and values in the vector are
impulse intensities.5,6 Our deﬁnition of emotional impulse can be seen as a simpliﬁed version of the “emotional structure” deﬁnition described by Reilly, which
contains information such as an intensity, an emotion type, and the cause of this
emotion.8
The DER maintains lasting states, in particular, but not exclusively, emotional
states which are inﬂuenced by emotional impulses. Emotional spaces can be represented as discreet spaces or as continuous spaces. The most common discreet
representation is the six basic emotions.13–18 Continuous spaces are also used to
represent emotional states, such as those described by the dimensions activation
and evaluation,14 the dimensions pleasure and arousal,2 or the dimensions energy
and tension.19
The DER can represent any number of emotional spaces and emotional spaces
can be represented by one or several dimensions. A dimension represents intensity
variations of a variable. For instance, a dimension can represent the variation of
anger intensity. In the DER, no distinction is made between the representations
of discreet and continuous emotional spaces; both types of emotional space are
represented as a list of dimensions.
Each emotional impulse can aﬀect any dimensions represented by the DER. The
eﬀects of an emotional impulse are controlled by dynamic ﬁlters associated with
each dimension. A dynamic filter is a function with parameters changing according
to the intensity of the other dimensions in the DER. This mechanism enables the
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designer of a DER to control the eﬀects of emotional impulses on each dimension,
eﬀects that depend on the current state of the DER. The architecture of the DER
is conﬁgured using an XML ﬁle.20

2.2. Overview of a three-layer DER architecture
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We typically design a DER with three layers: behavior activations, emotions and
moods. Emotion types can be categorized according to the processes which elicit
them, such as primary, secondary and tertiary emotions which are respectively
generated by fast, innate reactive processes, deliberative processes and metamanagement mechanisms providing awareness of internal states.21 One characteristic of primary emotions is to trigger pre-organized behaviors. The ﬁrst layer of
the DER represents behavior activations which can be used to provoke fast reactions of virtual actors to changes in their environment. Aﬀective states are also
distinguished by their durations. For instance, emotions, which last from under a
minute to few a minutes, are distinguished from moods, which last for hours, days or
weeks.19,22,23 The representation of these two aﬀective states, emotions and moods,
provides two emotional contexts with two diﬀerent time scales. The second layer
of the DER represents emotions as durative states changing on a short-to-medium
time scale. The state represented by the second layer is used to inﬂuence action
selection mechanisms and the expressivity of virtual actors. The third layer represents moods that vary on a medium-to-long time scale. As suggested by Picard,24
in the DER moods inﬂuence the eﬀects of emotional impulses on other emotions,
e.g. other dimensions. For instance, “A bad mood can make it easier for negativevalenced emotion to be activated, while a good mood makes this more diﬃcult”
(Ref. 24, p. 155). A practical example in the DER is the eﬀect of the mood state,
among others, on the activations of behaviors. Emotional impulses might or might
not activate their corresponding behaviors according to the mood state and to the
intensity of other dimensions.
These three layers of the DER reﬂect some characteristics of aﬀective states but
they are not directly related to particular types of emotions or mechanisms eliciting
emotions. Particular mechanisms produce certain types of emotional impulses which
can aﬀect any layers of the DER according to the conﬁguration of the dynamic
ﬁlters. For instance, emotional impulses related to primary emotions, generated by
reactive mechanisms, should generally aﬀect the ﬁrst layer to trigger pre-organized
behaviors but they can also produce durable states by aﬀecting the second layer.

35

3. A Three-Layer DER in the EE-FAS

37

The Emotionally Expressive Facial Animation System (EE-FAS) includes a DER
to produce and select facial expressions. This section presents in more detail the
composition of the three layers of the DER used in the EE-FAS.
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3.1. Emotional and communicative facial expressions
Two main types of facial expressions are distinguished: those produced by emotional events or episodes,13,16–18 called emotional expressions, and those produced
by communicative processes.2,3 Bavelas and Chovil emphasize that expressions
produced from emotional episodes are diﬀerent from the expressions produced as
emotional communicative functions, e.g. personal reaction. (Ref. 2, Chap. 15). The
EE-FAS distinguishes and produces both types of facial expressions: emotional and
communicative.
3.2. Emotional expressions and behavior activation layer
In the EE-FAS, emotional expressions are the six universally recognized facial
expressions associated to six basic emotions.17,18 Izard suggests that expressions
of emotions are triggered at the beginning of an emotional episode, or at the “emotion activation” (Ref. 2, Chap. 3). To simulate this, the ﬁrst layer of the EE-FAS
DER includes six behavior activations corresponding to six basic emotions: happy,
angry, sad, surprised, afraid, disgusted. Thus, when an emotional impulse corresponding to a basic emotion is elicited, a pre-organized behavior can be triggered,
which will be displayed by the EE-FAS as one of the six universally recognized
expressions.
Emotional impulses, such as those corresponding to basic emotions, can trigger
behaviors but they can also produce durative states, emotions, represented by the
second layer of the DER.
3.3. Communicative functions and emotion layer
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The second layer of the DER represents emotions, which are durative states resulting
from emotional impulses. In the EE-FAS, the six basic emotions17,18 are represented
in this layer, but more emotions or diﬀerent emotions can be represented.
The representation of emotions in the second layer of the DER is used as an
emotional context and a consistency mechanism to select facial signals corresponding to communicative functions. Communicative functions are meanings that are
intentionally communicated. Such a meaning can be expressed by diﬀerent facial
signals, diﬀerent visual representations. Depending on the virtual actor’s emotional
state, in particular the state of the second layer of the DER, diﬀerent facial signals
of a communicative function can be selected. This mechanism is one solution to the
problem of mapping a small number of facial meanings to a large number of facial
signals (Ref. 25, p. 1). By comparing the emotional state of the virtual actor and
the communicative function intended, the EE-FAS can also distinguish contexts in
which genuine or fake facial expressions should be displayed.

37

3.4. Mood layer

39

Mood is often represented by one dimension: good/bad.8,24 However, in our default
system, mood is represented by two dimensions, calm/tense and energy/tiredness —
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a model based on the theory of mood described by Thayer.19 Using these two
dimensions, Thayer proposes four mood states: energetic-calm (high energy and
low tension) is the optimum mood; energetic-tense (high energy and high tension)
is a mood that enables people to be active and to do what has to be done; tired-calm
(low energy and low tension) is a relaxed state such as before sleep but a person
in this state is also very sensitive to tension; and tired-tense, (low energy and high
tension) is the worst state when the energy is insuﬃcient to do what has to be done.
Thayer’s mood model is a more plausible model of moods in a natural system
than models based on one dimension good/bad, because its two dimensions not only
reﬂect variations of the emotional state but also variations of general physical and
mental states. The term energy includes mental energy and physical energy, such
as the extent to which a person is awake, her blood sugar level, or her health. The
energy level follows a daily biological pattern.19 The tension level varies according to
the pressure of the environment, such as threats, task accomplishments and maybe
reproduction instinct. Mood is described as an overview of a person’s mental and
physical state, not simply an overview of the emotional state.19,22 Models based on
one dimension good/bad are only a reﬂection of the emotional state.
By relating Thayer’s model to existing work on computational emotion
models7,10 , links can be built between drives, such as hunger or thirst, and energy
and tension. For instance, hunger is related to the level of energy provided by food
and the need for food produces some pressure on the system to fulﬁl this need, which
can be interpreted as tension. Representing mood on the basis of Thayer’s model
would be closer to mood theories of natural systems and could also be integrated
with existing autonomous virtual agent systems.
It is possible to reconcile Thayer’s model with the suggestion of Picard
to use positive or negative mood state to inﬂuence the eﬀects of emotional
stimuli.24 Thayer’s model does not represent directly a dimension good/bad or
positive/negative but using his description of the four mood states two new dimensions appear:
• pleasure/displeasure represented by the extremes: energy-calm (high energy and
low tension), and tired-tense (low energy and high tension);
• sleep/arousal represented by the extremes: tired-calm (low energy and low tension), and energy-tense (high energy and high tension).

35

A positive or negative value of mood can be computed as the diﬀerence between
the level of energy and the level of tension. If the tension is superior to the energy the
mood is qualiﬁed as negative, in the reverse case the mood is qualiﬁed as positive.
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4. Conclusion
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This paper introduces the basis of the structure of the Dynamic Emotion Representation (DER) model, and brieﬂy describes an instance of it developed for a facial
animation system. Animations from this system are available from the web and
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more detail on the system can be found elsewhere.20 The design of a three-layer
DER is inspired by emotion theories and guided by the needs of the facial animation
system in which it is integrated. The ﬁrst layer represents behavior activations and
is used to produce coherent emotional expressions. The second layer, representing
a short-to-medium term emotional context, inﬂuences the selection of facial signals
corresponding to communicative functions. The mood layer is used as a mediumto-long term emotional context and also inﬂuences the eﬀects of emotional stimuli
on the representations.
The DER integrated within an Emotionally Expressive Facial Animation System
(EE-FAS) enables the production of subtle diﬀerences in facial expressions in relation to the agent’s emotional state. Facial signals corresponding to communicative
functions are selected in relation to the emotional state of the agent but also in relation to the diﬀerence between the emotional state and the intended communicative
functions. The DER provides for more varied emotional behavior than most AI
emotional models because the agent’s history determines its full emotional state
and response, yet it also creates plausible, human-like emotional behavior.
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